
Capabilities & 
Services

Journey to a Safer Tomorrow

It is the goal of Hyperion safety to provide all of your needs from one source. From Onsite personnel, to 
equipment, to auditing, to SEMS compliance, Hyperion prides itself on helping companies work safer. 
From a complete reconstruction of your present safety program to implementing safe work practices, 

Hyperion’s experienced staff can tailor many different options to fit your needs. Feel free to give us a call 
today and begin your journey to a safer tomorrow for you and your operations.
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Safety Services You Can Trust

Safety Program Management Training

Hyperion Safety Services takes great pride in the responsibility we 
maintain. Keeping workers safe and protecting client assets, along 

with the environment, is a great undertaking. Our record speaks for itself 
as we greatly reduce accidents and incidents on an array of different types 
of projects. We earn your trust through direct on-site action and a proactive 
approach to safety. Trust does not come easily, but once attained, we form 
partnerships with our customers that last a lifetime.

Hyperion offers comprehensive assessment tools 
consisting of multi-level technical training     

modules designed to improve personnel skill and 
knowledge levels. From Rigger to Foreman, our    
training covers key areas of various topics to ensure 
greater capabilities and knowledge for all of your 
employees

Hyperion has highly experienced safety professionals 
who can conduct a complete safety program audit of 
your operations and processes. We then produce gap 
analysis reports and corrective action 
recommendations. We can write, or update, your HSE 
manual, Standard Operating Procedures, Safe Work 
Practices, and SEMS outline. We can conduct onsite 
training to meet the needs of the industry, that of your 
clients and all requirements of ISNetworld and PEC 
Premier to exceed the requirements of your customers. 
We also conduct quarterly audits, and scheduled onsite 
safety meetings to refresh the safety culture of your 
employees through behavior based  safety principles. 
The goal is a higher level of safety, customer 
satisfaction, and lower workman’s compensation and 
liability insurance rates.

Safety Equipment

From lifejackets to safety glasses, Hyperion sells 
even the rarest safety equipment in the industry. 

Fire extinguishers, marine supplies, and all PPE are 
at your fingertips. Let the experts at Hyperion Safety 
match your safety needs with the right product, for the 
right application, every time. You have to simply state 
what operation you are conducting and our 
compliance division handles the rest.



Our safety staff can 
handle a multitude of different assignments; several of them 
are as follows:

• Confined Space Management and Oversight
• Writing Confined Space Rescue Plans
• Filling out JSA’s Including Modifications
• Permit Writing and Monitoring
• Atmospheric Monitoring and Reporting
• Daily Audit Of Contractors with Full Reports
• ConductDaily Safety Meetings on Many Topics
• Investigating All Accidents and Incidents

Root Cause Analysis and Reporting
• Managing Injury Cases
• Training Contractors on Safety Plans
• New Arrival Facility Orientations
• H2S Site Safety and Training Including Fit Testing

•
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On-Site Safety Personnel
Hyperion’s employees fill many roles on projects, including:

Safety Representatives & Coaches: for pipeline, construction, facili-
ties inspection, production, completions, work-over’s, and 

virtually any specialized application regarding safety, including 
P&A’s. We facilitate safety meetings, assist with JSA’s, oversee 
permits and conduct safety walk throughs. All of our personnel are 
highly trained, certified and offer your team a wealth of experience 

and ability.

Confined Space Attendants: Our confined 
space attendants, also known as a “hole 

watch,” exceed industry standards in training. By 
knowing MSDS requirements, and design 
characteristics of a designated vessel, he is in a 
better position to assess a situation that may 
become hazardous. From daily bump testing 
of meters, to maintaining an accurate count 
of entrants, our attendants are better trained, 
more experienced, and more capable than our 
competitors. From meters and air monitoring, 
to LOTO, to first aid, our attendants are the 
premier choice when it comes to confined space 
operations.

Fire Watch Personnel: Onshore and Offshore, 
SEMS trained personnel for all applications, 

including construction and decommissioning.

Each fire watch is certified in many areas 
including:

Fire watch
Incipient fire fighting
API RP 2d Rigger certified
First Aid Certified
H2S Certified
Respiratory Protection
Meters and air monitoring
Fall protection, confined space, PPE. 
LOTO and many more

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hyperion Safety Services employs a 
large collection of certified, 

experienced safety representatives and 
coaches to provide every project with the 
right person for the job. Our safety 
personnel help to reduce the number of 
contractor employees that you will need by 
having a centralized pool of trained safety 
professionals that can be assigned to any 
areas of your project, thus reducing the total 
man-hour costs. 



N.O.R.M.

Mechanical Integrity & 
Inspection Services

Confined Space Rescue Teams
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Our personnel go through the ROCO  rescue school for a national certification and standardization of methods. 
Hyperion purchases only the best equipment from nationally recognized manufacturers such as SALA, Miller and 

ROCO. Our teams are on standby 24 hours a 
day for rapid deployment and a list of their up-
to-date certifications can be sent to our clients 
upon request. When it comes to confined space 
rescue teams, Hyperion prides itself on quality 
people and top of the line equipment.

Full Mechanical Integrity inspections, utilizing NDT, 570, and API inspectors, with complete reporting 
capabilities, project planning and management.

Our services include:

All Mechanical Integrity inspectors are API 510, 570, and 653 certified and our wall thickness inspectors are all 
ASNT certified and experienced. Our API and ASNT certified inspectors complete reports showing all wall 

thicknesses, provide complete drawings and blueprints of existing systems and piping/tank layouts. Our experts can 
determine corrosion rates, maximum operating pressures and expected life expectancy of existing tanks, piping and 
pressure vessels. Complete reports with pictures are then submitted for each identified system following protocol as 
dictated by our client’s standard operating procedures. Should these procedures not exist, we help companies develop, 
and implement, complete mechanical integrity programs.

From snubbing operations, to flow backs, to P&A 
work, NORM is a regular occurrence in the oil-

field. Our certified and experienced surveyors/techni-
cians maintain accurate readings and 
documentation. We also provide the proper PPE to 
eliminate any chance of contamination and assist with 
wrapping components for shipment.

Hyperion has a high standard when it comes to confined space rescue teams. All of our personnel are highly 
trained and experienced. Many are major metropolitan area fire department veterans of rescue teams and

experienced with real life rescues. 

Production Equipment Inspections
Pressure Vessel Inspections
Tank Inspections

•
•
•

Pipeline Inspections
Facilities Inspections
Wellsite Inspections, Both Onshore & Offshore

•
•
•
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      SEMS (Safety Environmental Management Systems)

Inspection & Audits

With our industry changing and government agencies developing more stringent 
safety policies and procedures, Hyperion Safety Services has taken a 

proactive position into the implementation of our current SEMS program. Hyperion 
Safety Services employs several individuals whose sole responsibility is to develop and 

monitor our operators or contractors qualifications, and execution of SEMS based 
requirements. 

Our SEMS program consists of:
Purpose
Safe Work Practices
Annual Goals & Objec-
tives
Employee Job 
Classifications
Safety Environmental 
Statement
Employee Training
Environmental 
Management Plan
Pre-Start up Review
Safety & Environmental 
Hazard Analysis
Emergency Action Plan
Employee Behavioral 
Based Safety Program
Investigation of Incidents
Management of Change
Internal Audits
Standard Operating 
Procedures
Record Keeping & 
Documentation 
Mechanical Integrity

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

eVAL

Hyperion also offers customizable employee competency verification 
using the eVAL software.  We developed eVAL with our industry in 

mind to provide detailed reports on your employee’s skill and ability level.  
Your competencies, regulations, safe work practices and company policies 
are entered into the system and assigned to employees based on job position.  This allows for real time assessment of 
their skill and ability level.  A report can then be generated at any time to meet government or company regulations.  
This information can not only be used to meet requirements, but can also be utilized to improve on-the-job training 
programs and identify where time to competency can be reduced.  Clients have also used this system as an aid in bid 
submissions by showing their potential clients proof that their employees are competent.  eVAL can help you increase 
the number of higher skilled employees for your operations.

Our teams perform a wide variety of safety inspections, using API 
inspection systems. Hyperion employees inspect everything from 

escape capsules and navigation systems to fire lockers and extinguishers, 
including foam inspection.  We perform safety inspections on all systems in 
preparation for BSEE, Coast Guard, ABS and SEMS. By executing 
comprehensive inspections, we ensure your facility is ready for regulatory 
inspections by utilizing the precise inspection routines the government 
uses.

Sometimes, discrepancies are better identified through audits. We 
inspect, audit, and report the overall condition of your location. 

Hyperion can also provide gap analysis reports to identify any potentials 
for an accident, an INC from BSEE, a coast guard inspection, and even 
OSHA audits. Our teams are experienced and certified to ensure your 
project will pass the scrutiny of even the toughest governmental inspectors. 
After audit completion, we report our findings and include a recommended 
corrective action to assist with compliance. We don’t just identify problems, 
we provide solutions.
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H
2
S Safety Systems

Contingency Plans

Safety SupervisionSafety Training

Hyperion specializes in providing our clients with complete protection solutions from exposure to H2S gas. 
Depending on our client’s specifications and requirements, we tailor our H2S safety services for onshore, offshore 

drilling,  production, construction and maintenance. This includes a written contingency plan approved by BSEE.

We offer on-site H2S Safety Supervision where Hydrogen Sulfide 
may constitute a serious danger to human life. 

Safety Supervisor duties include: 
Implementation of a Contingency Plan with company 
representatives, and local authorities
H2S Safety training and certification; (Qualitative fit testing to 
meet OSHA standard 29CFR1910.134)
Safety breathing 
apparatus (SCBA)
Maintain inventory 
of personnel on job 
site and ensure that 
all personnel are 
H2S trained
Direct and assist 
personnel in emer-
gency situations and 
oversee drills

The supervisor’s primary 
duty is the protection of 

human life. 

•

•

•

•

•

Hyperion Safety Services provides 
experienced, well-trained H2S Safety 

Consultants for H2S Safety training and 
certification. This training is in compliance 
with, and regulated by OSHA, as well as 
other regulatory agencies. Our training is 
provided in offices, on drilling locations, 
work-over sites, and various other places 
as required and at anytime (day or night). 
Qualitative and Quantitative fit testing is 
designed to meet OSHA requirements.
Training includes:

The Use of Self-Contained Breathing 
Apparatus
Monitoring and Detection
Flare Stack Ignition
Briefing Areas and Personnel 
Accounting
Emergency Evacuation and 
Contingency Plan Implementation

•

•
•
•

•

Services
Drilling and Work-Over H2S safety 
trailers

Wind Socks/streamers

Onsite safety supervision

Contingency Plan Creation

H2S Safety Equipment

Certified Grade D Breathing Air

Supplied Air Sales

SCBA Inspection

In House Repair Center

H2S Certification & Training

Design Installation Calibration of H2S 
Monitoring System

OSHA Fit Testing

Sales/Rental H2S Monitoring System

Contingency planning

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Each Contingency Plan includes: Radius of exposure 
determinations (for land jobs); evaluation of the po-

tential conditions and surrounding area;  H2S mitigation; 
emergency contact information; SO2 protection; devising 
and compiling a plan which will provide optimum safety for 
the general public, for workers on the location, and to meet 
29 CFR 250.490 and all state requirements nationwide.



Hyperion Safety Services
A Synergy Industrial Group Company

4621 Jamestown Ave
Baton Rouge, LA 70808

225-769-4983


